
 

 

 On the day entry is £5 for first event and £2 for additional 

events for each fixture (where there are two 100m rounds, 

it will be considered one event. Where there is 100m & 

200m these will be considered separate events even where 

the 100m doesn't count towards the T&F Challenge)  
- Season ticket purchases will include your own named bib to wear during 

competition. This MUST be brought to each fixture as proof of your season 

ticket purchase      

 Athletes MUST register for their events at LEAST 60 

minutes before their event is due to start. There will be no 

exceptions to this. Athletes must also report to the start 

area for track events 10 minutes before start time but may 

continue their warm up during this period (so long as that 

area of the track is not being used for ongoing events)  
- You must compete in the appropriate clothing and wear an official number 

with the sponsor’s logo.      
- All events will be run in accordance with UKA rules.     

    

 Please also note: There are age-related event restrictions which will be observed during the 

Intertrust Track & Field Challenge. These include but are not limited to:   

   

- Triple jump is for U15 boys, U17 women and above only    

- 400m is for U17 men and U20 women and above only    

- 300m is for U15 boys, U15 girls and U17 women only   

- Steeplechase is for U17 and above only  

- 400m hurdles is for U17 men and U20 women and above only  

- 300m hurdles is for U17 women only  

     

 The Athletics Development Officer has the final say as regards any discretion to the above 

rules. It is unlikely that this will be utilised unless an athlete is on the Elite Athlete 

Performance Programme or has a valid developmental reason to compete in a non-standard 

event for their age group. Note that any non-standard events will not count towards the 

Intertrust T&F Challenge. 


